Business Leader Development Program

Virtual Lunch & Learn

Tuesday, October 13, 2020
12:45 to 1:45pm

RSVP: sukosky@camden.rutgers.edu

Spring 2021 Seminar
Navigating the Leadership Landscape
Presented by Susanne Krivanek, President, High Bar Leadership

Successful leadership requires navigating a myriad of challenges. This BLDP seminar will help prepare you to understand the challenges that face leaders and how to best manage them.

Topics Include:
- Defining leadership and exploring the impacts leaders can have when they are at their best
- Inspiring a shared vision: envisioning the future & enlisting others to execute your plan
- Building a leadership brand and style
- Creating a career vision and path
- Innovation and challenging the process: searching for opportunities and taking risks
- Leading in the future: impacts of technological transformation